An Intelligent, enterprise network fax contributes to automated processes, increased productivity, and improved communications.

Streem has partnered with Xerox to develop enterprise-level software solutions that extend the functionality of Xerox Multifunction Printers (MFP). Together, Streem and Xerox offer a centralized, universal communications management system with the ability to send, receive, print, archive, and track faxes through the familiar environment of the Xerox multi-function product or email client.

**Exclusive**: Cleo partners with Xerox exclusively in the MFP space, so that only Xerox devices can include integration with Streem Network Faxing.

**Cost Savings and ROI**: Save as much as 75% in under one year by reducing manual faxing and data management processes, costs, and related charges. A 24-port Streem solution will pay for itself simply by providing a solution that will run over all devices, eliminating the cost of fax modems.

**Turnkey Solutions**: Cleo provides high-performance, turnkey, automated Streem systems that are configured, installed, and maintained by Cleo’s experienced team, eliminating the tribulations and ongoing costs of hosted solutions.

**Security**: Faxing and Scanning options are accessible based on “permissions” granted by the network administrator upon logon. List authentication gives the user the peace of mind that faxes will get where they need to go. Unauthorized fax numbers will be rejected and the user will be notified via an immediate notice printed at the device. Encryption of messages, as well as password-protected PDF files, are options for added security.

**Compatibility**: Integrate with Exchange / Outlook, Lotus Notes, and virtually any SMTP email server, desktop, web servers, Telco, and with CRM, ERP, document management, imaging and scanning devices, and a multitude of business applications and IT networks, to make the integration of exchanging electronic information simple.

**Capacity**: One Streem fax server can handle from 2 to 48 ports, which can all send and receive. Multiple Streem servers work together cleanly as one system, so that systems can be sized based on customer volume requirements.

**Scalability**: Streem solutions are configured by the number of ports used, which allows for an unlimited number of users. Additional ports can be added through a simple software upgrade or complete upgrade to the existing board hardware to allow for future scalability.

**Installation and Configuration**: Cleo handles the entire process of onsite installation and configuration, including server installation, workflow configuration, live communication testing, and connection to a number of contacts.

**Training**: After installation, our dedicated Customer Solution Specialist works closely to provide training and to transition additional workflows for internal applications.

**Support**: Streem solutions are fully supported by our highly trained and dedicated analysts, who have been assisting customers for over 20 years.

**Warranty and Upgrades**: Streem systems are kept up-to-date via software revisions, software upgrades, and software fixes. Streem software is warranted for one year to perform to documented specifications.